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Melanie Asalde-Smith
Artist Statement
My work can be distilled into two major points of inquiry: perception and
technology. I render minimalist interactions between reflective planes, shapes floating in
space, and portals into the void. Driven by color, light and space, my work warps its
environment through the illusion of illumination and dimension, and invites viewers to
lose themselves in the altered space. This work is reflective of my life experience, caught
between the real and the unreal.
Technology is both a muse and a tool in creating my analog work. The screen both
heightens and distracts from my anxiety. Like many in my generation, I reckon with the
incredible importance we assign these ubiquitous objects. The rounded rectangular form
many of our devices take and is assigned new meaning in my work, transforming into an
opening, an obstacle, or an object of desire. I’m interested in the tangible presence of art
in an effort to transcend the immaterial, constant, shiny, images generated by screens.
I continue to experiment with shapes and techniques, motivated by personal
experience and advancements in consumer technology. I am finding new ways to
activate surfaces to transform my artworks into an experience for the viewer. Like the
devices we upgrade, I intend to create new “generations” of work, innovating over time
with a sense of discovery and play.
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Melanie Asalde-Smith, OPEN, 2019. Oil paint on canvas, 18" x 24"

Melanie Asalde-Smith, Witness, 2020. Acrylic paint on MDF 5 panels, varying widths, 3' x 9' overall
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Orb
2020
Acrylic paint on MDF
13" x 22 1/2"
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Star
2020
Acrylic paint on MDF
26” x 20"

Melanie Asalde-Smith, Ghost, 2020. Glass microspheres, acrylic paint on wood panel, 5 8" x 8" panels
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Surface
2020
Glass microspheres, oil paint,
acrylic paint on wood panel
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Melanie Asalde-Smith, Gravity, 2021. Oil and acrylic paint on aluminum panel, 6" x 9"

Melanie Asalde-Smith, Steps, 2021. Oil paint and acrylic paint on wood panel. 18" x 24"
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Invite Only: An NFT House Tour

Melanie Asalde-Smith
Dr. Florencia San Martín
Art 6617: Critical Theory and Methodology
18 May 2021
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ABSTRACT
Non-fungible tokens, known commonly as NFTs, have been in the headlines in early
2021 for allowing artists to sell certified digital files to collectors. One prominent NFT artwork is
Mars House, by artist Krista Kim. The NFT residence, created and rendered with computer
programs, was sold for around $500,000. Our understanding of digital artwork has been changed
by the introduction of the NFT. It provides digital work with the concept of authenticity and
uniqueness, which is a new quality for this type of art. This paper will examine how the NFT can
be understood in contrast and relation to several dimensions of physical art. Mars House will be
looked at through the context of theories on reproduction, images, and the environment. Walter
Benjamin’s The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility will be a vital source
to power this contrast of digital and physical art.
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Figure 1: Krista Kim, Mars House, 3D animation, 20201

In the first half of 2021, in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, a special distinction of
digital art known as non-fungible tokens captured the attention of artists, high spending
collectors, and the media. Digital artwork is no longer destined to only be replicated in
abundance on the internet, because technology now allows specific digital media to be imbued
with distinct designation and ownership. This selection of digital artwork is referred to as “crypto
art” because it is certified through the same complex computer processing as cryptocurrency.
Virtual currencies, such as Bitcoin, are part of this larger phenomenon that has risen to
prominence over the past few years. Much of this crypto art takes the form of non-fungible
tokens, also known as NFTs. The process of certifying an NFT gives specific files of a digital
work the quality of being unique and authentic in the eyes of collectors. Celebrities, brands, and
entertainment conglomerates have all gotten in on the trend of creating NFTs, because any digital

“Mars House,” SuperRare, accessed May 6, 2021,
https://superrare.co/artwork-v2/mars-house-21383
1
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media, not just artwork, can be certified. Thus, NFTs of sports clips, Tweets, and even GIFs,
have all been quickly created to capitalize on the craze. Headlines in the US have been heralding
the enormous purchase price of many of these NFTs.
The art world is divided on the complicated issue of NFTs. Some artists see NFTs as a
novel way to make money and reach new audiences, while others view NFT popularity as a fad
doing more harm than good to the world. The rise of the NFT has been fueled by speculators,
looking to get in at ground floor to resell the digital artwork down the line. As an emerging art
market segment, artists are beginning to question how an NFT actually functions as a piece of
art, while criticizing the way it works under capitalism and how it affects the environment while
not physically existing. The overall understanding of NFTs is still in flux in the media at large,
but NFTs may cement themselves as more than just a trend as the art world acclimates to the
future.
Mars House (Figure 1), an NFT artwork by Krista Kim, was sold by the NFT
marketplace SuperRare for $512,712 in March of 2021.2 The artwork is a 3D rendering of a
translucent modern house with geometric furniture in an alien landscape. This sleek shelter is
grounded upon a large rectangular platform with a swimming pool, and is surrounded by a sparse
red and rocky environment. The floor, swimming pool, and ceiling of the Mars House shift
gradually in color, affecting the glassy, dichroic furniture with light and reflections. The roof and
supporting beams of the house reflect and blend into the environment while other elements of the
architecture stand out. Mars House is presented on the SuperRare website in an animation with
ethereal, calming music. This short tour features slowly panning views of the Martian house,
showcasing the colors and reflection of the structure surrounded by the amber tinted vistas of the
planet. The house is described by the artist Krista Kim as promoting “wellbeing and
2
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meditation”.3 The work has a harmony to it because of the clean and distinct nature of the house
and its contents. This house can only be entered and experienced virtually. The Mars House, as
an authenticated digital file of imagined real estate, brings up questions about how the
introduction of NFTs change the art viewing experience. The current digital landscape of crypto
art can be observed from the metaphorical viewing deck of the Mars House. The NFT artworks
have no physical presence, but have theoretical, economic, and ecological impact.
The digital screens used in everyday life deliver countless images and videos to millions
of users globally. While dependent on factors such as equipment and internet connection, it is
possible to roughly view the same digital files as others. Google, Instagram, and museum and
gallery websites are major access points for many artworks, either a digital reproduction of a
physical work or art that is natively digital. Digital art has had no equivalent to calling a file the
original, authentic version of the work until the NFT.
A freely accessible version of Mars House, not the actual NFT, is able to be previewed on
the SuperRare website. The experience of viewing art in physical reality is different from
viewing art digitally, which is nearly always a reproduction of the original file. Much of this
difference is due to the physicality, uniqueness, and the aura of art in real life. Authenticity is
another important factor of physical artwork, and can be established through historical
examination and provenance among other methods. This issue, which arises when selling digital
artwork, is not new, but the introduction of an NFT authenticated version of a file adds new
properties to this kind of media. Famed philosopher Walter Benjamin theorizes in The Work of
Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility that “(the) whole sphere of authenticity eludes

3
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technological - and of course not only technological - reproduction.”4 NFTs are offering a way to
authenticate digital media that revolutionizes the way a digital file is to be considered. Benjamin
famously states that technological replication destroys the aura of artwork, which he defines as
having to do with “a strange tissue of space and time: the unique appearance of a distance,
however near it may be.”5 Physical artwork has an aura as a tangible object and cannot be
reproduced in an exact copy in that its history and existence is entirely unique. Digital artwork
never truly feels close, because viewers do not encounter the work physically, only digitally, as a
reproduction on a screen. With the introduction of NFTs, will the aura be reconsidered in relation
to digital artwork, because it creates a unique file? Is the special quality found in the work being
physical, in the work being unique, or both? The NFT can be situated in time, but perhaps not
space. What is gained in the endowment of the NFT, outside of ownership and capital, remains to
be seen, and cannot be seen unless you obtain an NFT.
If not located on a virtual Mars, the 3D home would be reminiscent of similar, but real,
mirrored house installations located in the dry desert, such as Phillip K. Smith III’s Lucid Stead
and Doug Aitken’s The Mirage. These installations inhabit physical space while reflecting the
world around them. Images and video are available for both the desert mirrored houses and the
animated Mars House, but both viewing experiences are missing important elements. The
difference for the desert mirrored houses is that they respond to the environment and light and
the viewer’s physical location in the real world, all part of the work’s aura. For Mars House, the
publicly-accessible online viewing is missing the further experience of viewing the NFT certified
version, reserved only for the wealthy buyer. Additionally, only the buyer is provided with the
Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility [First
Version],” Translated by Michael W. Jennings, Grey Room, no. 39 (2010): p. 13
5
Benjamin, 15.
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highest quality files of the animated house and the experience of knowing that only their version
of Mars House possesses a cryptocurrency value inextricably linked with the work. This digital
dwelling takes up no real land, but is worth the same amount of money as some physical,
real-world, houses.
Kim’s Mars House perpetuates the exclusivity of the NFT, as a one-of-a-kind house on a
piece of landscape, isolated and alone. The House has many chairs, presumably for visitors, but
no sense of actual inhabitability. There is no existence of a real body in the structure, and there
never will be. Like going to Mars, this house needs special resources, chiefly capital, to reach.
Currently, inhabiting Mars is a dream, and humans can only simulate visits using technology.
While the once-futuristic idea of virtual reality is now more commonplace, VR still remains
inaccessible for many, still requiring specialized equipment and substantial computer power. The
virtual reality visitor is a bodiless apparition, participating as if in a dream, without real
consequence. Writer Douglas Crimp, in dialogue with Benjamin’s theories on reproduction,
touches on the concept of “presence” in thinking about photography; it is something captured but
is not really, truly there.6 Mars House is related to this lack of presence, even though it is not
photography. The method of creation, computer graphics, mimic realism. The transparency of the
walls echo this lack of presence, however the Mars House does not feel real. NFTs do not aim to
create tangibility for digital work, but the tangibility seems to be best translated into how much
money they are worth. Artist Krista Kim states that the owner of the Mars House is able to order
furniture “built in real life by glass furniture-makers in Italy” based on the 3D model, in an
attempt to bridge the unreal to real gap and provide the collector with a tangible piece of the
work.7 These chairs amount to a souvenir from a trip the owner will never get to take.
Douglas Crimp, “The Photographic Activity of Postmodernism,” October 15 ( Winter, 1980):
94.
7
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Images and videos of Mars House are available online to provide the viewing experience
to a wide audience. However, only the owner and whoever they share it with can experience the
NFT certified version. It is unknown to anyone outside of a select few how the viewing of Mars
House may differ with the knowledge one is viewing the “official” version. Artist Krista Kim
suggests that the best viewing experience is through putting an LED wall in one’s actual home to
display the NFT animation of Mars House and the rest of one’s NFT collection. Digital art is
very common, as those on the internet regularly see images in digital form daily. But much of
that art is circulated for viewing, not for owning, outside of a transformation into physical media
or commissions. Artist and filmmaker Hito Steyerl writes about the difference of the commonly
found, circulating image versus the high quality image which requires specialized equipment in
her Defense of the Poor Image. Steyerl imagines this distinction in images as one of class, the
proletariat vs the bourgeoisie.8 Mars House, among other NFTs, is directed to a rich clientele,
which solidifies this considerable difference in access. This difference is not new artists who
create physical work, but digital artists are now able to participate in selling certified unique
artworks for high prices. NFT artwork perpetuates inaccessibility and privilege due to its
immateriality and exclusivity.
Digital media can be seen nearly anywhere, and has the incredible potential and
possibility to equalize seeing the same image with access to the internet. Queer theorist José
Esteban Muñoz writes about the hope found in the “quotidian object” in his book Crusing
Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity.9 To simultaneously view the same image or
video online as someone else has become even more important over the past year of the
Hito Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image,” e-flux 10, November, 2009,
https://www.e-flux.com/journal/10/61362/in-defense-of-the-poor-image/.
9
José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (New York: New
York University Press, 2009), 9.
8
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pandemic, as well as one of the ways people can share experiences and the notion of hope.
Crypto art as an innovation is taking the quotidian experience of viewing a digital image or video
and making it exclusive through ownership, driven by capitalism. Artists being able to gain
money for their digital work in this way is an important innovation for their livelihood, but NFTs
seize the quotidian away. The immateriality of the digital work, which enabled the creation of
crypto art, has real world effects.
The rise of the NFT has solved the problem of not being able to sell digital work as itself,
with a digital signature to prove its uniqueness. The NFT enriches the digital artwork with this
perception of uniqueness, backed up with the real concept of monetary value. It is a non-tangible
commodity, but a commodity nonetheless. Often, the ownership of an NFT seems not to be about
the substance of the art, but is instead purely for monetary gain and bragging rights for the
collector. The motives for purchasing Mars House may be as transparent as its structure.
The NFT represents an incredible promise for digital artists, forecasting a future where
virtual artwork can be both purchased and collected. The NFT was not born out of an artistic
concept, but a capital based one. Artists and capitalists alike have found ways to utilize
non-fungible materials for their gain. For an artist to make work not constrained to the physical
world and be awarded for it is a groundbreaking concept, but issues commonplace in the
real-world art market have made their way online. As people in the NFT community have
pointed out, Krista Kim’s Mars House, as of May 2021, is one of the most expensive NFTs sold
by a woman at around half a million dollars, compared to $69,346,250 for the most expensive
NFT sold thus far, artist Beeple’s Everydays.10 The NFT art world is replicating the issues of the
“Beeple's Masterwork: the First Purely Digital Artwork Offered at Christie's,” Christies, March
11, 2021,
https://www.christies.com/features/Monumental-collage-by-Beeple-is-first-purely-digital-artwor
k-NFT-to-come-to-auction-11510-7.aspx.
10
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usual art world, in which men are given more privilege, money, and attention, as well as adding
to the environmental issues plaguing the world.
The high prices for crypto art capture much more attention than the potential ecological
downsides. While all art has the potential to affect the environment, some artists and researchers
have pointed out that “mining” an NFT requires an incredibly high consumption of energy. Artist
Joanie Lemercier planned to sell some of their artwork as NFTs, but after some research,
tweeted, “It turns out my release of 6 CryptoArt works consumed in 10 seconds more electricity
than the entire studio over the past 2 years.” 11 This was a shocking discovery because the NFT
community at large and the media, charmed by the trend, glazed over or completely ignored this
concerning issue. Much more attention is being paid to the price NFTs sell for than the energy
creating them expends, as is typical in this neoliberal society where capital gains constantly
upstage the aftermath. Author Rob Nixon addresses the way this is overlooked in Slow Violence
and the Environmentalism of the Poor, stating that, “(maintaining) a media focus on slow
violence poses acute challenges, not only because it is spectacle deficient, but also because the
fallout’s impact may range from the cellular to the transnational and (depending on the specific
character of the chemical or radiological hazard) may stretch beyond the horizon of imaginable
time.”12 NFTs are participating in the slow violence of destroying the environment, and are
efficient at aiding this destruction. Some artists and collectors, tantalized by capitalist pursuits,
either do not know or do not care about this downside. The media has already begun to cool
down on the spectacle of NFT excitement, from a peak in February and March of 2021, to
slowing in May 2021.
Joanie Lemercier (@JoanieLemercier), “(Image) It turns out my release of 6 CryptoArt works
consumed in 10 seconds more electricity than the entire studio over the past 2 years.” Twitter,
February 18, 2021, https://twitter.com/JoanieLemercier/status/1362461514083557381
12
Rob Nixon, Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor, (Harvard University Press,
2011), 47.
11
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Artist and computer scientist Memo Atken noticed this energy consumption problem
from Lemercier, and began a mission to inform people about the ecological impact of crypto
art.13 He contributed to a crypto art manifesto with other artists about how to address and respond
to this major ecological issue. As Atken discusses in the manifesto, there are ways to make NFTs
in a better way through innovation, and this hopefully will become the norm, because the current
blockchain system is unsustainable. Atken became a whistleblower for the emissions some of
these NFTs were creating, including “figures are equivalent to dozens of transatlantic flights.”14
Atken also created a now defunct website that would inform people about the ridiculously high
energy consumption of NFTs for sale on various crypto art marketplaces.15 While some sellers
offer to offset the carbon footprint of the NFTs, the intake of creation is too overwhelming to
justify. It is essentially unconscionable to produce an energy wasting NFT while Earth’s
environment is in crisis. Climate change is in the process of making the environment essentially
uninhabitable in the not-too-distant future. Mars House shows a vision that has ascended beyond
the need for this planet, choosing an already barren environment in which to exist. It resides in a
future in which resources have been exploited and drained. Only the rich and privileged can
survive, by fleeing this ruined planet for a new, luxurious home on Mars.
As artists grapple with the possibilities of the future and further understand how art can
be transformed with technology, the world needs to be conscious of how NFT technology is
being used. NFTs must be considered in how to enrich both art and the world, how they are
affecting the world and who they are affecting. Clearly, the rich are profiting and the Earth is
losing, as is usual with the introduction of new resources. Unbothered with these earthly
Memo Akten et al. “Episode V. Toward a New Ecology of Crypto Art: A Hybrid Manifesto,”
Flash Art, February 26, 2021,
https://flash---art.com/2021/02/episode-v-towards-a-new-ecology-of-crypto-art/
14
Akten
15
Memo Akten, “CryptoArt.wtf,” last modified March 12, 2021, http://cryptoart.wtf/
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concerns, Mars House stands as a perfect, untouchable piece of real estate on a planet far from
home.
The NFT is a digital spectre that leaves a trail of harmful emissions and monetary
exchanges in its wake as physical evidence. As this type of crypto art gains traction, artists,
collectors, and crypto enthusiasts must reckon with both capital and environmental impacts. It
has become apparent in recent years that the crypto world must be taken seriously and
understood, as it is seriously profiting. The future of computer-based currency and art is present
now and action must be taken to acclimate to and understand these new processes. The NFT is
emblematic of the intersection of issues and possibilities, of aspirational desires and new
thinking in relation to the medium of digital artwork.
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